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Blue River
launches new
mango in UK
Mahachanok mango has replaced Nam
Dok Mai after a drought cut the season
short, and is listed for the first time in
M&S
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in Thailand halted the cropping season of
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It replaced the Nam Dok Mai variety after
the season finished early due to a drought
in key producing regions in Thailand.

Chef Sebby Holmes prepared Thai canapés
and a selection of curries and salads, after

Similar in appearance to the Alphonoso
mango, Mahachanok is usually available
between February and March but was later
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fruit, mangosteen and snake fruit. Visitors
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taste tests, leading to its last-minute listing,
said the company’s Amanda Buchanan.
“Mahachanok is a brand new variety to the

included a delegation from the Thai
embassy, food bloggers, journalists and
other members of the media.

UK market. The drought
Blue River International is the European
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